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AL MURABIT SECURITY SERVICES
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Your trusted securitY partner in iraq
Al Murabit Security Services (AMS-91) is an Anglo-Iraqi managed security and risk management company specialising in security for oil
and gas companies in southern Iraq. Recognising the unique challenges of trading in Iraq and the requirement for a local reliable security
company, Harlow International established Al Murabit in 2010. AMS now has a business development office in Dubai and fully operational
offices in Basra and Baghdad with secure villa accommodation, life support services and an operations room with integrated communications
and a state of the art tracking system.

WE OffER PEACE Of MIND

OPERATIONAL CLARITY

our international team have experience across the Middle east and
north africa and is made up of senior ex-military commissioned and
non-commissioned officers supported by technical specialists in
various security disciplines.

our in-depth experience of operating in the most austere, demanding
and threatening environments has taught us the absolute necessity
for an open and honest relationship with our clients. as a security
company that prides itself on excellent client rapport, al Murabit
security services can guarantee a close working relationship that
will afford full visibility and participation of ongoing operations.

Focusing on support for oil and gas companies, the accumulated
experience means the team can offer clients a full spectrum of
security services and are able to provide market-leading advice on
trading in iraq. The fusion of security knowledge and country knowhow gives our clients a sense of comfort and safety allowing them to
focus on their core business in iraq.
since opening for business, aMs-91 has secured a strong and growing
portfolio of contracts through its flexibility, adaptability, responsiveness
and best in class, international levels of professional security.

By supporting communication between all stakeholders a ‘top
down, bottom up’ approach is encouraged across every part of the
operation. This ensures full integration and clarity of the project with
the client team, company directors, the required local governmental
offices and host nation security departments.

Al Murabit’s low profile delivery, coupled with their staff’s diplomatic and
professional manner of doing business has made working with them a
pleasure. Their senior management have remained engaged with us as clients
and have been keen to help and responsive to our changing demands.
regional director, International Total Engineering Corporation (ITEC)

MOBILITY | CONSULTANCY | ASSURANCE | ASSET & PERSONAL PROTECTION

STRATEgIC SECURITY SOLUTIONS
al Murabit security services is your iraqi security partner of choice
in Basra and the outlying oilfields. aMs-91 helps clients identify,
evaluate and mitigate security risks and as such provides security
and peace of mind in harsh and unfamiliar territory.
Whether companies need ad hoc support or a long-term solution, we
can provide:
• review and analysis
• security consultancy and strategic business intelligence
• risk assessment and crisis management training
• security awareness training (Het)
• personnel and asset protection
• door-to-door journey management
• Meet and greet services in dubai, Baghdad and Basra
• secure accommodation in Baghdad and Basra
• technical security consultancy and project management
• The latest in mobile security with a new fleet of 400 B6 armoured vehicles

WE PROMISE OUR CLIENTS:
• a highly experienced operational personal and static security
project management team, selected by invitation only.
• a detailed, effective and tested vetting process for all elements of
recruitment.
• sensible terms and conditions for all iraqi employees designed to
ensure work force continuity and stability.
• Good relationships at every level of government.
• detailed, timely and relevant analysis that is operationally and politically
relevant. designed to support daily and strategic decision-making.
• exceptional customer care and service.
• a solution that can adapt and respond as the conditions in iraq evolve.
• Bespoke contracts offering best value and best quality.
• support from our sister company, Harlow support services, providing
manpower, visa, life support and payroll services.
• a financially strong company as part of Harlow international.

PSC.1 ACCREDITED
al Murabit security services (aMs-91) is proud to be the first iraqi
private security companies to achieve the external accreditation: asis/
ansi psc.1 – 2012 quality Management system for private security
company operations. clients can be assured that aMs-91 and ats-109
have been through a rigorous audit process by an external third party
and that they meet the high standards of psc.1 certification.
psc.1 was written by asis international at the request of the us
department of defense, and incorporates compliance with the
Montreux document of 2008, and the international code of conduct of
2010, both aimed at providing guidance for professional management
of private security companies operating in high-risk areas.
it provides clients with auditable standards assurance
for the quality of private security operations and
respect for human rights in demanding environments.
This warrants that services provides by us meet
international standards with regards to quality and
consistency.

Management
Systems
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Your trusted securitY partner in iraq
Al Thaware Security Services (ATS-109) is an international security and risk management company, providing exclusive personal and
technical security support for those living, travelling and working in hostile environments. We help companies and their staff identify,
evaluate and mitigate operational risk in Iraq.

ASSURINg BUSINESS CONTINUITY

TRUSTED INTELLIgENCE

We are a fully licensed, transparent and responsible organisation
that is compliant with all local regulatory standards and, as such, a
wide range of diplomatic, development, defence, oil and gas, and
infrastructure clients trusts us to secure their people and assets.

We understand the constraints imposed on organisations by the
current security conditions in iraq. We factor these into our own
programme schedules when operating in and around the country. our
local knowledge means we have constantly updated intelligence of
every route that can be used at any given time – invaluable in today’s
iraq, and essential for successful day-to-day operations.

We support companies with long-term solutions to secure their
business operations and personnel. our technical expertise, on
the ground network, assets in country, and experienced resources
help ensure our clients’ assets and resources are safe and secure.
contingency plans are prepared in advance to reduce any unwanted
surprises and business interruption. We focus on ensuring the safety
of your employees so you can effectively continue with your core
business.

By placing best in class directors, managers and operators within
their respective functions al Thaware security services has
created a lean, focused, and fast moving organisation that can
respond to the challenges of iraq without getting weighed down by
internal corporate processes. While the company’s headquarters
is in Baghdad, it operates within trading protocols and quality
assurances that include financial, insurance, legal, and contractual
and management standards that are all internationally recognised.
This structure affords clients the confidence that today’s challenges
will be dealt with and the response would be immediate.

Bismayah New City Project (BNCP) is the largest housing construction project in
Iraq that will be providing 100,000 housing units for 600,000 Iraqis. Security is of
utmost importance for the success of this project and Al Thaware has ensured
the protection of the project with 34 static guards and seven PSD teams.
Security Protection Team Manager, BNCP Hanwha E&C
our team is based in iraq all year round and is available to provide realistic solutions and advice to companies in iraq. contact us to find out the
services and support we can provide to clients on +964 (0) 790 257 6981

INTEgRITY | ACCREDITED | SECURE NETWORK | INTELLIgENCE | REPUTATION

STRATEgIC SECURITY SOLUTIONS

RELIABLE PROTECTIVE SERVICES

We own the largest fleet of B6 armoured vehicles fleet in iraq with a
total of 398 vehicles, at ioc approved levels.

Whether you need security advice to plug in and support your team
or whether we are needed to completely implement full security
requirements, our internationally experienced management team are able
to streamline your process and ensure ultimate security management.

(LN = Local National)

We are able to provide our clients a level of security that meets the
highest international standards but that is culturally sensitive to iraqi
ways. By delivering flexible, discreet, avoidance-based security and
protective services, we can mitigate your security concerns and give
you the confidence to invest or expand your business in iraq’s fast
emerging market.

PSC.1 ACCREDITED
al Thaware security services (ats-109) is proud to be the first iraqi
private security companies to achieve the external accreditation: asis/
ansi psc.1 – 2012 quality Management system for private security
company operations. clients can be assured that aMs-91 and ats-109
have been through a rigorous audit process by an external third party
and that they meet the high standards of psc.1 certification.
psc.1 was written by asis international at the request of the us
department of defense, and incorporates compliance with the
Montreux document of 2008, and the international code of conduct of
2010, both aimed at providing guidance for professional management
of private security companies operating in high-risk areas.
it provides clients with auditable standards assurance
for the quality of private security operations
and respect for human rights in demanding
environments. This warrants that services provided
by us meet international standards with regards to
quality and consistency.

Management
Systems
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